Human development progress in Central Java. It is characterized by a continued rise in the human development index (HDI) of Central Java. HDI is an important indicator for measuring success in the effort to build the quality of human life. HDI explains how residents can access the development results in obtaining a long and healthy life, knowledge, education, decent standard of living and so on. HDI is affected by four factors, namely life expectancy, expected years of schooling, means years of schooling, and expenditure per capita. Currently the Central bureau of statistics do grouping HDI, using calculation formula then known how the value HDI each regency or city in Central Java. In this research we classified the regency or city in Central Java based on the HDI be high, middle, and under estimate area. We used cluster analysis. Cluster analysis is a multivariate technique which has the main purpose to classify objects based on their characteristics. Cluster analysis classifies the object, so that each object that has similar characteristics to be clumped into a single cluster (group). One of the cluster analysis method is k-means. The result of this research, there are three groups, high estimate area, middle estimate area, and under estimate area. The first group or the under estimate area contained 12 regencies, namely Cilacap, Purbalingga, Purworejo, Wonosobo, Grobogan, Blora, Rembang, Pati, Jepara, Demak, Pekalongan, and Brebes. The second group or the middle estimate area contained 8 regencies, namely Banjarnegara, Kebumen, Magelang, Temanggung, Wonogiri, Batang, Pemalang, and Tegal. The third group or the high estimate area contained 11 regencies, namely
Introduction
The success of human development can be shown from human development index (HDI). HDI is a measurement comparison of a long and healthy life, knowledge, education, and decent standard of living for all countries or regions throughout the world.
HDI were used to classify whether a country is a developed country or underdeveloped countries and also to measure the impact of the economic wisdom of the quality of life.
Since 2001 the central government gave autonomy to the local government authority.
Each local government is drawing up development planning and the financial budget of his country, not only to increase economic growth, but also improve the welfare of society through human development which includes the sectors of education, health care, and other policies that directly improve the quality of life [1] . Thus, it can improve the well-being of the community through improved human development indicators are reflected in HDI [2] .
Changes of HDI in Indonesia are indicated by the composite index but not indicated which variables are dominant against the high/low HDI ranks. Grouping of regencies/cities in Central Java have to be done as a planning and evaluation targets of government programs to increase the number of human development. Politically the area aims to divide the territories in several groups with characteristics that have a high degree of similarity in every group and has the difference between groups [3] .
Research advance of the HDI, commenting about how to obtain the HDI is affected by life expectancy (LE), expected years of schooling (EYS), means years of schooling (MYS), and expenditure per capita (EPC) with regression analysis method. The results obtained the four factors affecting the magnitude of HDI and the results of the grouping obtained based on high low HDI value predicted [4] .
In this study, grouping will be discussed based on the HDI of the four factors by looking at the value of the similarity of characteristics formed. Analysis of clustering (cluster analysis) is one of the dual variables analysis (multivariate analysis) that is used to collect objects that have the semblance of a characteristic in one group. Cluster analysis consist of group hierarchical structure (hierarchical clustering) and nonhierarchical clustering. One of the nonhierarchical clustering is k-means [5] . Then the mapping will be done with the inverse distance weighted interpolation-based.
Clustering Method
Clustering can be considered the most important unsupervised learning problem, so as every other problem of this kind, it deals with finding a structure in a collection of unlabelled data. A loose definition of clustering could be "the process of organizing objects into groups whose regency are similar in some way" [6] . A cluster is therefore a collection of objects which are "similar" between them and are "dissimilar" to the objects belonging to other clusters.
For clustering algorithm to be advantageous and beneficial some of the conditions need to be satisfied. In this case we easily identify the 4 clusters into which the data can be divided. The similarity criterion is distance: two or more objects belong to the same cluster if they are "close" according to a given distance (in this case geometrical distance). This is called distance-based clustering. Another kind of clustering is conceptual clustering: two or more objects belong to the same cluster if this one defines a concept Table 1 gives literature review on k-means and its modifications. Pethalakshmi [8] said that for real time large database it was difficult to predict the number of cluster and initial seeds accurately. In order to overcome this drawback, new algorithms were proposed. They were unique clustering through affinity measure (UCAM) and it worked without fixing initial seeds, number of resultant cluster to be obtained and unique clustering was obtained with the help of affinity measures.
Goryawala [9] have done 3-D segmentation that based on coupling a modified kmeans segmentation method with a special localized contouring algorithm. In the segmentation process, five separate regions were identified on the computerized tomography image frames. The merit of the proposed method layed in its potential to provide fast and accurate liver segmentation and 3-D rendering as well as in delineating tumor regions, all with minimal user interaction. Leveraging of multi-core platforms is shown to speed up the processing of medical images considerably, making this method more suitable in clinical settings. Experiments were performed to assess the effect of parallelization using up to 442 slices. Empirical results, using a single workstation, showed a reduction in processing time from 4.5 h to almost 1 h for a 78% gain. Most important was the accuracy achieved in estimating the volumes of the liver and tumor region(s), yielding an average error of less than 2% in volume estimation over volumes generated on the basis of the current manually guided segmentation processes. Results were assessed using the analysis of variance statistical analysis.
Siddiqui [10] despite the fact that the previous improvements of the conventional k-means algorithm. It considers the modification on the hard countyhip concept as employed by the conventional k-means algorithm. As the process of a pixel is assigned to its associate cluster, if the pixel has equal distance to two or more adjacent cluster centres, the pixel will be assigned to the cluster with null (e. g., no regency) or to the cluster with a lower fitness value. The qualitative and quantitative analyses had been performed to investigate the robustness of the proposed algorithm. It is concluded the new approach was effective to avoid dead centre and trapped centre at local minima which led to produce better and more homogenous segmented images. The OKM algorithm had been introduced as the modified version of the conventional k-means algorithm. The proposed OKM algorithm fully concentrated on differentiating between the dead centers and zero variance clusters (e. g., cluster with similar intensity pixels). The pixel with the same distance to two or more adjacent clusters was initially assigned to the dead centre and in later iteration, it was assigned to the cluster with lower variance cluster, if no dead centre could be found. The proposed OKM algorithm was capable to produce good quality segmentation with more homogeneous regions of interest. The convincing results reveal that the proposed OKM algorithm proffers excellent consistency in its performance and can be used in different electronic products as an image segmentation tool.
Vlase, et al. [11] said that by controlling the influence of applicants, clusters that contain only the relevant patent applicants, and not all their patents, could be obtained.
The higher the influence of applicants in clustering was, the more patents of the same applicant appeared in the same cluster, decreasing the content similarity of patent obtained exclusively by classical clustering. This also applicable to the other metadata fields, where the title or the inventor could be mentioned. The application area was for patent databases, but the idea could be generalized and also investigated in other areas.
Those aiming to improve the quality of clustering by emphasizing the importance of various patent metadata, that could be achieved by computing different weights for different patent metadata attributes, which were considered to be valuable information.
Li [12] described that the processing speed of k-means was the fastest, but not on the largest data set. K-means was the best choice in the conditions that emphasized on time but not asked for much on the accuracy. A simple genetic algorithm has better clustering effects for the problem with little amount of categories and data. But when the parameter and amount of categories increased, the effects became bad. It did not apply for complicated clustering problems. The performance of new methods improved from 30%
to 50% comparing to simple k-means method. The time consumed by new method was between k-means and genetic algorithm. Because of restrictions of genetic algorithm, the scale of data processed could not be too large and the calculations were increased greatly.
The algorithm must be optimized or use parallel method to improve efficiency.
Results and Discussion
The steps of data classification is as follows.
1. Determine the center of the cluster randomly, in this study the initial cluster centers was taken 3 regency, which showed under estimate, middle estimate, and high estimate area, as in Table 2 . Distance the first data to the third cluster center:
All calculation of the distance can be seen in Table 3 . Table 3 shows the similarity of distance in each regency/city. For example the similarity distance of Surakarta with cluster center 1 is 4706.01, cluster center 2 is 5187, and cluster 3 is 2426.
3. Data will become a member of a cluster that has the smallest distance from the cluster center. For example, for first data, the smallest distance is obtained on the first cluster, 7 so the first data will be a member of the first cluster. Position the cluster more information can be seen in Table 3 . Table 3 shows the position of group on the first 
Conclusion
The k-means algorithm can be used to classify the HDI by looking at the characteristics of the constituent factors of similarity. The k-means algorithm can save a complicated calculation process that becomes the reference of calculation of previous HDI. The k-means algorithm can distinguish each group for sure based on the similarity of characteristics, not just from the previous intervals the benchmark value. 
